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Significance of MEBM in Jiaozhou Bay

HAB is increasing 3 times/a in China marine area. 
1952~1998, 322 harmful red tides happened, and 
economic losses averages to 1 billion one year.
Zhou Mingjiang et al. (2001)

Eutrophication is aggravated in Jiaozhou Bay in 
1990s. Red tides happened 4 times in the summer 
1999. Environment Protection Agency of Qingdao (1999)



Jiaozhou Bay: abutting to Yellow Sea, 
390km2 totally and 6.8 m depth average.



Nutrient Changes in Jiaozhou Bay
DIN was often run out during blooms in 1960s, so 
nitrate is limit nutrient. Gu Hongkan (1982)

Atomic ratio of DIN:HPO4 increased from 15.9± 6.3 
for 1960s, to 37.8± 22.9 for 1990s. DIN and HPO4
increased 3.9 times and 1.4 times respectively, while
Si(OH)4 remained at a low level from 1980s to 1990s. 
The reasons are river pollution and decrease of silt 
from runoff. Z.-L. Shen (2002)

Atomic ratio of N/P was much bigger than 16:1 all 
the year 1995, except for the situation in summer.  
Wu Zengmao et al. (1995)



Modified NEMURO Model
Phosphor is considered as HPO4, DOP and POP are 
new variables.
Vertical migration of ZL is omitted.
Changeless mixed layer depth 6m and exchange rate 
1.0/(6.0× 86400)s-1.
Nutrients from rivers discharge and atmosphere 
sediment are considered together with those 
upwelling from bottom, in parameter UPW.
HPO4 takes part in formula or primary productivity as 
another parameter of the minimum-law.



Modified concept model sketch



Equations for Phosphor circulation



Phosphor in Nutrients Limit





Physical forcing functions of 
temperature and light intensity

Simulating dates from May 15th 1991 to Feb 15th
1998 by annual cycle with seasonal variation of light 
and temperature factors. 
Trigonometric function fitted by daily-averaged light 
intensity data in 1995, and spline function by month-
averaged temperature data rectified from that at 
Tianjin for years. Wu zengmao, 1999



Annual cycle of Phy Biomass



Annual cycle of Phy Biomass

Month_averaged Phy Biomass
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Sensitivity analysis

Focusing on low-trophic-level, 
Phytoplankton-biomass-related 
parameters
Maximum nutrient uptake rate
Optimum light intensity
Half saturation of nutrients
Nutrients concentrations out of MLD





Sensitivity of Regime Composition to Si Half Saturation



Sensitivity of PS/PL Ratio to Si concentration out of MLD



Regime Composition change brought by P considered in Model



Phosphor effect on Total Phytoplankton Biomass Annually



Sensitive analysis for phosphor-related parameters



Conclusions
Phytoplankton biomass of both kinds has one peak during a 
year. PS mushrooms earlier and gets peak of 1.70μmolN/L in 
May, and then declines until it reaches minimum in January at 
0.35μmolN/L. PL mushrooms later and gets peak of 
0.90μmolN/L, and declines then until the minimum in early 
January at 0.18 μmolN/L.
Annual phytoplankton biomass movement has remarkable 
correlativity with that of Light Intensity at sea surface, rather 
than other physical factors.
For low-trophic-level parameters, phytoplankton biomass is 
sensitive to Max nutrient uptake rate, half saturations of 
phosphor and silicate, out-MLD concentration of silicate. Those 
of silicate can make regime shift in phytoplankton community. 
It’s silicate-limit mainly, while Nitrate is no longer limit factor.



Conclusions
Interposition of phosphor decreases biomass of PS 
sharply, while that of PL increases largely, so as to 
PS/PL ratio comes down. Total biomass of 
phytoplankton becomes 22% less.
Biomass of phytoplankton are sensitive to half 
saturation and out-MLD concentration of phosphor, 
so is PS/PL ratio. However, it remains lower than 1.0 
when phosphor is under consideration, although the 
parameters change in reasonable range.              
(Changsheng Shen et al, 1999)
Reason for phosphor effect on the ratio is not clear, 
but way effecting on κ(attenuant coefficient) by 
limiting PhyS is hypothesized.



Further work
Explore mechanism of the Model and of the 
ecosystem of Jiaozhou Bay, by sensitivity 
analysis for more parameters.
To make clear the reason phosphor affecting 
on regime composition(PS/PL Ratio). 
Observation data of PAR from Jiaozhou Bay

Multi-box model with water exchange and X-
dimension model.
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